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Abstract

Microarrays are often used to identify target genes that trigger specific diseases, to elucidate the mech-
anisms of drug effects, and to check SNPs. However, data from microarray experiments are well known
to contain biases resulting from the experimental protocols. Therefore, in order to elucidate biological
knowledge from the data, systematic biases arising from their protocols must be removed prior to any data
analysis. To remove these biases, many normalization methods are used by researchers. However, not all
biases are eliminated from the microarray data because not all types of errors from experimental protocols
are known. In this paper, we report an effective way of removing various types of biases by treating each
microarray dataset independently to detect biases present in the dataset. After the biases contained in
each dataset were identified, a combination of normalization methods specifically made for each dataset
was applied to remove biases one at a time.
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1. Introduction

Microarrays are widely used in laboratories throughout
the world to measure the expression levels of tens of thou-
sands of genes simultaneously in a single chip. However,
due to the varieties of biases resulting from experimental
protocols of the microarray, there exits a large difference
between data collected by microarrays and conventional
methods, which makes it difficult to evaluate the data.
To remove these biases, various normalization methods
have been developed.1–8 These normalization methods
remove biases that arise from variations in the microar-
ray technology rather than from biological differences
among the RNA samples or the printed probes.6 Cur-
rently, there are three major types of biases being consid-
ered: dye, intensity-dependent, and spatially-dependent
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biases. The first bias to be considered is dye bias, which
is caused by labeling and detection efficiencies between
the fluorescent dyes used.4 This type of bias is notice-
able when scatter plots are used to draw expression lev-
els of each gene for an organism under study. Another
type of bias due to differences in dye intensities is called
intensity-dependent bias, which can be detected by using
an MA-plot.8,12,13 In recent years, biases resulting from
the print-tips used in the manufacturing process of a mi-
croarray are found to affect the gene expression levels of
the organism under study as well.6 This kind of bias is
known as spatially-dependent bias. Recently, Smyth et
al.9 defined yet another type of bias called print-order
bias, which may be caused by differences in the purity of
DNA from different amplification batches or from differ-
ent clone libraries.

A major problem associated with the normalization of
microarray data is that not all biases are removed by
one method because more than one type of bias is typ-
ically present in a given microarray dataset. In order
to remove several kinds of biases, a combination of nor-
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Figure 1. Alignment of the microarray chip used in this study. (a) Each row of the microarray chip is colored for visual aid. These
colors correlate to the colors used in the microarray row plots (Figure 2a, b). (b) The alignment of spots for each block of the chip.
The spot number corresponds to the order in which each probe was spotted.

malization methods, such as total intensity normalization
for dye bias and LOWESS for intensity-dependent bias,
must be applied to clean the microarray data. However,
as in any kind of data transformation, inappropriate data
transformations can add artifacts to the original data as
by-products. In order to avoid additional biases to the
microarray data, we think that it is important to un-
derstand the types of biases present in the data before
applying an appropriate normalization algorithm to re-
move a particular kind of bias present in the majority of
datasets in a particular microarray experiment.

Our method was applied to the published data for
single-disruption of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.10,11 First,
we examined each microarray dataset using various plots
and identified the specific types of biases contained in
each dataset. Next, we removed biases one at a time to
clean each dataset. Through this study, we propose that
the application of an appropriate combination of normal-
ization methods to a microarray dataset not only removes
biases effectively but also prevents the addition of other
biases to the microarray data that may obscure the true
expression levels of the genes under study.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Microarray experiments and data
The microarray data tested were obtained from Abu-

ratani et al.10,11 They conducted microarray experi-
ments to study gene regulatory networks of S. cerevisiae.
Over 500 experimental microarray data were collected,
of which 174 were shared for the analysis. For these mi-
croarray data, the same type of microarray chip was used.
Figure 1 shows its alignment with eight columns and four
rows. For the image analysis, two versions of the software
ArrayVision (3.0 and 5.0) were used. The main difference
among each version was the calculation of background
intensities: either an arithmetic average for all spots on
the array or the averages calculated per row (block) of
the array spots. Typically, background noises are com-

puted for each spot on the microarray, but in our case,
the average or averages of background noises were calcu-
lated. Thus, it is important to consider this difference
for further analysis. To counteract the lack of informa-
tion concerning background noise, the raw red and green
intensities were used to normalize artifacts added onto
the data as a result of subtracting the same background
value from all of the raw intensities in the microarray
data. This, in turn, resulted in the creation of outliers
for the spots whose intensity was slightly stronger than
that of the background.

2.2. Methodology
Our method consists of two parts: in the first part,

the different types of biases were identified from each
microarray raw data; then, in the second part, an ap-
propriate normalization method was applied to remove
biases one at a time.

2.2.1. Dye bias
Dye bias is based on two assumptions: one is that

the nearly equal amounts of RNAs from two samples
to be compared were hybridized onto an array; another
is that probes on the array were printed in a random
manner to eliminate a preference towards one biological
sample. When these assumptions were met and a large
number of probes were spotted onto the microarray, the
average intensity of Cy3 and Cy5 should be the same;
in other words, the average ratio between the two dyes
should equal one. Whenever this average ratio is larger
or smaller than one, it is assumed that dye bias is present
in an array.

To illustrate dye bias, a scatter plot was used. This
plot is widely used in the microarray field. To remove
this type of bias, total intensity normalization was used.
Although there are many variations of normalization fac-
tors used in this type of normalization algorithm, the
mean of the whole arrayed spot intensities was used to
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Figure 2. The microarray-row (a, b) and print-order plots (c, d) for the disruption of YMR042W. The microarray-row plot is a
multicolored MA plot, in which each row of the microarray chip is colored differently to display the spatially-dependent biases
according to the row of the array chip. Its x-axis is the mean log intensity for each spot, which is denoted as A = log2

√
RG, where R

is the intensity for the red dye and G is that of the green dye. Its y-axis is the log intensity ratio of dye intensities: M = log2(ratio).
Compared to (a) raw data, (b) shows how four colors assigned to each row of the microarray chip blended equally. This is the
indication that the spatially-dependent bias was successfully removed. For the print-order bias, a print-order plot was used. The
x-axis of this plot is the spot number according to the order in which the probes were spotted onto the array chip, and the y-axis is
the M-value. A red regression line was drawn for each grid of the microarray chip. Each block contains 186 gene spots. The x-axis is
the spot number according to the order in which the probes are spotted onto the array chip, and the y-axis is the M-intensity value.
Notice how the slopes of the red regression lines are similar from one grid to another for (d) compared to those of (c) raw data. The
plot indicates that the print-order bias was eliminated effectively.

calculate new ratios.

2.2.2. Intensity-dependent bias
An MA plot was used to reveal the intensity-dependent

bias. This plot was developed by Dudoit8,12,13 and is
commonly used to show a deviation from zero for low-
intensity spots.4 LOWESS (locally weighted linear re-
gression) was used from the LOWESS function imple-
mented in the statistical software package R14 to remove
this type of bias.

2.2.3. Spatially-dependent bias (print-tip bias)
Compared to the above mentioned biases, this type of

bias is called local because of its uneven distribution in

the entire dataset.4 It arises from inconsistencies among
the spotting pins used to make the array, variability in
the slide surface, and slight local differences in hybridiza-
tion conditions across the array.4 To illustrate this bias,
we modified an MA plot by assigning different colors to
each row of the array chip. Figure 2(a) displays typi-
cal spatially-dependent bias that was included in the mi-
croarray dataset.

Yang et al. proposed the within-print-tip-group nor-
malization method to remove this kind of bias.8 Their
assumption was that since every grid in an array is
spotted using the same print-tip, some systematic dif-
ferences may exist between the print-tips used, such as
slight differences in the length or in the opening of the
tips, and deformation caused by many hours of printing.
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Figure 3. The graphs for (a) the number of datasets containing each bias and (b) the combinations of biases. All datasets contain
dye bias, about seventy percent of the datasets include intensity-dependent bias, about a fifth contain spatially-dependent bias, and
about a half includes print-order bias. Many datasets contain more than two types of biases.

The equation for this normalization is a (print-tip + A)-
dependent normalization. However, unlike Yang et al.,
in our case, linear regression line equations were used,
instead of LOWESS, to adjust M- and A-values. The
following equation results:

M ′
k = Mk − ck(A) (1)

where is the M ′
k-value for print-tip group k after the

normalization.

2.2.4. Print-order bias
There were 6272 spots present on the microarray chip

used in this study. Since there were positive and negative
control spots as well as empty spots on the chip, the ac-
tual number of gene spots was 5952. In order to illustrate
print-order bias, these gene spots were numbered consec-
utively from the left top grid to the right bottom grid of
the chip. Figure 2(c) shows a typical example of print-
order bias. The regression lines were drawn according to
the spotting pins used for the spots.

In order to detect the print-order bias, close inspections
of the plots are of the utmost importance. However, in-
terpretation of a plot may differ from one researcher to
another. To minimize variations resulting from this, two
conditions were set up to detect the print-order bias:

1. There are 32 regression lines drawn for each microar-
ray chip. If the angle of the regression line is greater
than 0.10 degrees, print-order bias is present.

2. If the average angle of the regression lines exceeds
0.05 degrees, print-order bias exists.

The first condition was applied to each print-tip of the
array, whereas the second condition was used for the en-
tire array. These two conditions must both be met for
the detection of print-order bias.

To remove print-order bias, first, a linear regression
line was drawn for the selected group of data points; then

a reciprocal of its slope was multiplied by each of the data
points in the group. For print-order normalization, it was
assumed that the bias resulting from the order in which
each probe was spotted onto the array chip correlates to
the spotting pin used. With this assumption, an equation
was set up as follows:

M ′
kn = Mkn − Ck(n) (2)

where Mkn is the M-value for the spot which was spotted
in nth order with print-tip k and M ′

kn is the normalized
M-value.

3. Results and Discussions

Before microarray data are analyzed, normalization
methods are applied to remove unwanted biases present
in the data that are obscuring the true expression lev-
els of genes. Currently, many normalization methods
have been developed and applied to the microarray data.
When these methods are used, raw data are transformed.
However, as in any kind of data transformation, inap-
propriate data transformations can add artifacts to the
original data as by-products. In order to avoid additional
biases to the microarray data, we think that it is impor-
tant to understand the types of biases present in the data
before applying an appropriate normalization algorithm
to remove a particular kind of bias present in the major-
ity of the datasets under a particular microarray experi-
ment. The biases often contained in the microarray data
are dye, intensity-dependent, and spatially-dependent bi-
ases. Among these biases, we put a special emphasis
on the print-order bias. Previously, this bias resulting
from the order in which the spots were laid down dur-
ing the printing of the array was thought to affect the
data to a lesser degree compared to the intensity- and
spatially-dependent biases.9 However, Fig. 3(a) indicates
that this type of bias was detected in a large proportion
of datasets. Thus, we hypothesized that the removal of
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this type of bias, as well as other biases, will improve the
quality of microarray data.

According to Fig. 3(b), more than half of the datasets
in this study included three or more biases. This in-
dicates the importance of identifying the types of biases
included in the data before applying normalization meth-
ods. To achieve this goal, we used various graphical rep-
resentations to detect the types of biases present in each
microarray dataset and then applied appropriate normal-
ization methods to remove biases one at a time. As ex-
plained in the Methodology section, total intensity nor-
malization was used to remove the dye bias, LOWESS for
the intensity-dependent bias, and linear regression equa-
tions for the spatially-dependent and print-order biases.
The order in which various normalization methods were
applied is crucial. If a dataset contains all of the bi-
ases, it is the best, from our experience, to remove these
biases in the following order: dye, print-order, spatially-
dependent, and intensity-dependent. This sequence is
due to the fact that all biases except the intensity-
dependent are removed in a linear manner, whereas
the intensity-dependent bias is removed by LOWESS,
which transforms the dataset in a non-linear manner and
greatly depends on the smoothing parameter (0.33 was
used in our case). Therefore, if LOWESS is applied prior
to other normalization methods, other kinds of artifacts
might be added to the dataset due to its inappropriate
data transformation. Due to the purpose of data min-
ing, treating microarray datasets independently is not
a common method. However, we argue that each mi-
croarray chip does contain unique biases that differ from
one dataset to another; therefore, normalization meth-
ods must be customized to remove biases present in each
dataset.

Figure 2 (b) and (d) illustrate how the typical dataset
that included all four types of biases identified in this
study were normalized through our stepwise normaliza-
tion methods. As noticeable from the figure, all biases
were effectively removed.

Currently, there are many normalization methods
available to remove unwanted biases. The main assump-
tion of these normalization methods is that most genes
are non-differentially expressed. This is particularly true
for the data our method was tested on because only
one gene was disrupted in each target sample. There-
fore, we speculate that only a small percentage of to-
tal gene spots show significant expression changes, and
thus the standard deviations of these datasets must be
small if and only if artifacts obscuring the true gene ex-
pression levels are removed appropriately. Table 1 shows
how our method successfully reduced the average stan-
dard deviation for the 173 datasets (excluding one con-
trol experiment) used in this study. For the applica-
tion of all normalization methods, normalization meth-
ods were used in the following order: dye, print-order,
spatially-dependent, and intensity-dependent. However,

Table 1. The average standard deviations after the application of
normalization methods for the 173 datasets used in this study.
Since dye bias was present in each dataset, total intensity nor-
malization was applied prior to applying other normalization
methods.

Table 2. Comparison between our method and application of all
normalization methods. If the skewness of the dataset after the
application of our method was better, it was counted as yes;
whereas if the one after the application of all normalization
methods was better, it was counted as no. The same rule was
used for kurtosis. Both Yes indicates that the application of
our method was better in both criteria. In the case of Yes-No,
as shown in the table, means that the skewness of the dataset
after the application of our method was better; however, the
kurtosis was not better than the one after the application of all
the normalization methods. Equal means that all normalization
methods were applied for our method.

compared to the application of all normalization meth-
ods, the average standard deviation for our method was
larger. Therefore, in order to show the effectiveness of
our method, our method and the application of all nor-
malization methods were compared based on two crite-
ria: skewness and kurtosis. Skewness is a measure of
symmetry for the data distribution. It is calculated by∑N

i=1(Yi − Y )3/s3, where Y is the mean, s is the stan-
dard deviation, and N is the number of data points. The
skewness of a normal distribution, which looks the same
to the left and right of the center point, is zero. Kurtosis
is a degree of the relative peakedness of a distribution
compared to the normal distribution. The kurtosis for a
standard normal distribution is three. For this reason, in
many cases, the following formula is used for calculating
kurtosis: (

∑N
i=1(Yi − Y )4/s4) − 3, where Y is the mean,

s is the standard deviation, and N is the number of data
points. Thus, this formula is used here as well. Table 2
shows how our method outperformed the application of
all normalization methods based on the abovementioned
statistical measures. Figure 4 displays the distributions
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Figure 4. Graphs showing the density distributions of the dataset for the disruption of YEL056W after the applications of various
normalization methods. Since dye bias was present in each dataset, total intensity normalization was applied prior to applying
other normalization methods. The x-axis is the M-intensity value and the y-axis is the density distribution of the dataset. Each
normalization method is indicated in the title of the graph. The dataset shown here contains dye and print-order biases.

after the application of various normalization methods.
The dataset shown in the figure contains dye and print-
order biases. At glance, the distribution after the appli-
cation of our method does not seem to differ from the
one after the application of all normalization methods.
However, the skewness and kurtosis for the normalized
data by our method were 0.0970 and 3.3409, respectively,
whereas those for the one after the application of all nor-
malization methods were 0.5790 and 4.3317, respectively.
The difference seems minor, but it might result in the
misidentification of differentially expressed genes. Thus,
caution must be taken before applying currently available
normalization methods a priori.

The cleanliness of the original data is the most impor-
tant factor in elucidating the biological information con-
tained in the microarray data. However, not all of the
microarray data can meet this condition. Therefore, nor-
malization methods are necessary. Although normaliza-
tion methods only help to clear the gray parts of the data

that are obscuring the true expression levels of genes, we
propose that the application of an appropriate combina-
tion of normalization methods to a microarray dataset
not only removes biases effectively but also avoids addi-
tional biases to be added onto the microarray data.
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